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BARUCH PROF. DISCUSSES SPY'S BOOK 
SEEKS TO ANSWER QUESTION: DID WE DO.ANYTHING WRONG IN VIETNAM? 
By ANTHONY CHAN 
During the last few weeks a lot has 
been written and heard about Frank 
Snepp. 
Who is Frank Snepp? 
Frank Snep was a CIA analyst and 
operative for the U.S. Embassy in 
Saigon. Recently he wrote a book 
called Decent Interval. In it he describes 
many of our faults in Vietnam.· 
He claims that he never intended to 
break the oath of secrecy that every 
CIA employee makes when entering 
the organization. However, after the 
war was over, he wanted to write a fpl· 
low up report on what really happened 
in Vietnam. 
After being denied the opportunity to 
write the report he decided to write his 
book, which went on sale around the 
end of November. 
The strongest accJsation that he 
makes is that we left behiri'd thousands 
of South Vietnamese that worked 
either directly or indirectl,y for the CIA 
during our quick evacuation. 
Along with these people, he claims, 
we also left loads of files which des­
cribed, in CIA jargon, how we operated 
in Vietnam and also identified, many of 
the Vietnamese we left behind. He also 
added that the files could have been 
easily decoded by the. North Viet-
'No war is going to please a Baruch accountant 
because a war is very wasteful� 
namese. 
In order to review the events in 
Vietnam and the plausibleness of 
·some of Frank Snepp allegations, Prof. 
Halper, Chairman of lhEl Political 
Science Department. in Baruch. was in-
. terviewed. 
Prof. Halper received· h·is M.A. in St . 
c Lawrence:.University and.his' Ph:o: from 
Vanderb!,!ilt University,. In· addition to 
l)Y.:rlli%l1 ,v,aci94s,, q.l:Jipl.�$,. ,;f;C0h,,!;f<%l�,(lr 
wrote. a .b.q.ok P-<\lllEc9 ,Foreig_n; ,.Policy 
Crisis which dealt with the prpbl_ems a 
President faced under a ·crisis. He also 
devoted two chapters of his book to 
the su�ject of Vietnam in p_articu/?,r,, ,,_; 
Res'Qondil)g to one of;·Mr.·Snepl:)'s 
most strikingaccusations;Prof.•HaJpet 
stated . that his own gut reactions 
would lead him to accept Mr. Snepp's' 
statement that thousands of South 
Vietnamese were indeed relinquished 
by the United States. 
While admitting that he didn't know 
whether destroying the ·files or air 
lifting the South Vietnamese· was a 
better alternative, he said: "We had to 
somehow help those people." 
Frank Snepp also wrote that during 
the last few years in Vietnam, our only 
goal was to end the war without loss or 
. embarrassment. 
· President Thieu, the head of Soult, 
Vietnam jl!lsl before its fall, publicly 
stated that there was "collusion 
between the Communists and the U.S. 
with a view to reaching an agreement." 
Prof. Halper felt that prior to the Tel 
offensive our motives were mixed_ 
between "self interests and altruism." 
- However, after the Tel offensive, 
which he labelled "a turning point in 
the war," he believes we started 
looking for a way ou·t. 
As he thrusted up on his chair he 
also stressed that our experience in 
Vietnam really hurt our prestige vis-a­
vis the Russians. 
On,another issue, Frank Snepp ac-
1,.cu-sed,.:the rS9utt-r.,Vr.etru:imese < ,govern­
ment of, ·corruption and �uestionable 
!'",., ,Jf);r-�-ct-icest '')Ot --:,cci: '.'")fi·· zil ;; .�J1·,\t- . 0 1 • Prof .. Halper quickly ,admiJted· that 
there was cor,ruption in -the South V.iet· 
na�ese government. The war he said, 
was "a corrupting process." But he 
" deqi�d the iOJpHcation th.at,9,or_r:.up1ion 
�' V).'.c\S�? m�jor:q-al/se of South '.'-}i'eti:l_am's 
) fi:111.""No·;wa:i: is going· to y please a 
,;.Bar_uc;:h ,accquntant, becausr/ a war is very wasteful," he quipped'. 
Frank Snepp also states in his book 
that the CIA correctly predicted the Tel 
_ offensive and South Vietnam's fall only 
to be ignored by Washington. 
"Very . often there were too many 
conflicting signals," commented Prof. 
Halper. He defended Washington by 
stating that the warnings weren't fol­
lowed up because Washington was 
constantly being ·overloaded with 
"noise" signals. Noise is the term Prof . 
Halper uses iri his book, Foreign Policy 
Crisis, to denote 91arm signals cabled 
to Washington. 
In order to clarify his response, ,Prof. 
Halper told the story of a Russian spy 
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named Victor Surge. Mr. Surge also 
predicted correctly the exact date that 
Hitler was to invade Russia. Unfortuna­
tely the advice was disregarded by 
Stalin, which was an error the Russial)s 
regretted dearly. 
Prof. Halper also pointed out-that in­
telligence sources were sometimes 
ignored_ because on several occas­
sions they had failed to peweive·what 
was really happening. 
For' example; during· the Mideast 
War•o.f-19'1-3.the 'c;l:l•A f-ail'e'G' t-0 rep0'r-t'the 
.waneven hours ,after'it tiad begun� . ' 
,, .,;f!;il.n ,•or,gar:rization?.like•,Hie ,e1ix::i·1tle · 
·c1a·imed,:''often has iAh·ererit oroblefTfs. 
-Officials look out for themsel,ves an'd 
there is too much competitiO'ri between 
,intelligence sources·.'' 
Despite all this Prof. Halper felt'that 
the Cl!i'. dic;l a pretty good·:job ·ir:11 Viet· 
nam when compared to other intelli· 
gence ,sour9es Hke' the De.tense lr:itel­
ligence Ag�rncy and th·e State, Depart.-
men!. . . .  · · 
Another accusation that··.frank 
· Snepp has made is that the importan! 
officials in Vietnam and Washington· 
basically only accepted good news. 
Without any difficulty Prof. Halper 
accepted Mr. Snepp's allegations and 
gave an exP,lanation for their occur­
rence. 
He started by saying that the 
Washington officials' main goals were 
to avoid losing the war while simul­
taneously maintaining the support of 
the Congress. Prof. Halper also 
emphasized that this -was true espec­
ially before the Tel Offensive in 1968. 
"Subordinates were often un­
consciously disregarding bad news," 
he added. 
"Why?" he was asked. 
"Well, simply because the higher 
officials let it be known that they 
wouldn't accept bad news," he replied. 
He stated that whenever a 
subordinate transmitted bad news to a 
higher official, he was simply never 
called upon again. 
For these reasons, he charged that 
Kennedy bore "a disproportionate 
amount of the blame" for the .Vietnam 
fiasco. 
"Kennedy," he went on, "thought of 
Vietnam as a brushfire:" However, in 
retrospect, his optimism is what got us 
so deeply involved in Vietnam, s'tated 
Prof. Halper. 
. On another serious issue, Mr. Snepp 
charged that the American people were 
misinformed to a few journalists' only 
when it was in the-government's best 
inter.es ts. 
Here, Prof. Halper categoricalrly 
denies Mr. Snepp's allegation. He 
. stated that if anyone searched through 
various analyses of the war and read 
meticulously through them, one could 
have gotten a good picture of what was 
happening in Vietn·am.- However, he 
ended by saying that, "in any society a 
-vast majority of the people are unin­
·formed ar-id ai;,a,t't-le'tie-towards·pblitics. 
They-cnily 1t6ct1s"' ori·' p't;l'rsen'al ·1:fflf.rgs 
··tftaJtsa:f.fec;:t·tmemJ!:''�·-:,· .;,.,,o:iss�R t,·'3w 
- · IA·eff-ect, ·f.i-e sa,i'd,:it the 'average indi­
vidual devoted eol'.mtless hours to re­
s-earch, the·•.information was nof far 
away from his grasp. 
Frank Snepp, has wit-hout' doubt 
,turned more than a- few.heads-with his 
new book: Whether·some or all of his 
·allegations are correct is yet to be 
known, but hopefcilly.• fu-ture. g·enera­
tions will'.know;better: , ,! • .',' '··' ,,, �-· ·Ci 
•. : .. ._ ._ ,;, ,, ... - ·,.",._', '.,- .... .. , ':_'; ... , , ,. , ·1:i,�17'_":,1"1 
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Caribbean Students 
Launch 'Roots' Week 
The Caribbean Students Associ­
ation of Baruch College will host a 
week-long exposition, beginning 
today (Dec.19-23), featuring·sever ­
al aspects of Caribbean life. The 
schedule of events will focus on 
the sociopolitical and cultural as­
pects of the region, including fea­
tures from Africa, where it all began. 
"Roots Week" will be held at 
several different locations on the 
campus and is open to the public. 
SOCIOLOGY-ANTHROPOLOGY CHAIRMAN, DR. NORMAN W. STORER (RIGHT) DURING INTERVIEW WITH THE REPORTER. 
The main objective of this expo­
sition, according to the Associa­
tion's president, Richard Corant, is 
to .expose the various aspects of 
Caribbean culture that exist and to 
familiarize and appreciate the tran­
sition it has taken from its African 
origin. 
�rll!I. �·· 
A Chairman's Advice: 'Learn To Write' 
By HERBERT E. WEEKES 
There are some people who seem to 
know exactly what they want to do and 
exactly what they were put here to do 
as if there had never been any ques­
tions about it from the moment they 
were born. They are organized, unhur­
ried, unhassled and unafraid. They ac­
complish a great deal, have inexhaus­
tible dnergy and walk about with the 
confidence of champions. 
Dr. Norman W. Storer is that sort of 
person. He is a sociologist and Chair­
man of the Department of Sociology 
and Anthropology at Baruch. A gra­
duate of the University of Kansas with 
a B.A. and M.A. and a Ph.D. (Sociology) 
from Cornell University, he was the 
recipient of the Social Science Re­
search Assistant, Bure9-u of Govern­
ment Research; lecturer on Social Re­
lations, Harvard University; Assistant 
Professor of Sociology, Harvard Uni­
versity, and Staff Associate, Social 
Science Research Council, New York 
City, before coming to Baruch College. 
Dr. Storer is also on the Doctoral Facu­
lty, CUNY Graduate Division. His book, 
Focus on Society: An Introduction to 
Sociology, is having its second edition 
prepared for 1978 publication. He .is a 
member of the American Sociological 
Association, the Eastern Sociological 
Society and the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science. 
Explaining his work, he says, "It is 
my responsibility to provide gooa, 
quality liberal arts education to the 
students." He sees the evening 
student as one who is very serious, 
very.motivated and brings tremendous 
experience to the classroom. The de­
partment of Sociology and Anthro­
pology under Dr. Storer's guidance has 
been able to increase its total sections 
from 33 in the fall 1970 to 50 in the fall 
of 1977. This has been a very good ac­
comJ,>lishment considering the budget 
cuts that have trimmed his depart­
. ment. According to Dr. Storer, there are 
ai;>proximately 95 sociology majors in 
the Day D.ivision and 38 in the Evening 
Division. This· is not a poor figure 
because the college is traditionally a 
business oriented school. 
"The biggest problem for me,''. Dr. 
Storer says, "is making changes in the 
department due to budgetary cuts." 
The cuts have forced him to reduce his 
staff, he has lost eight full time people, 
four resigned and he has two non­
reappointments. There is also an 'in­
crease in the teaching load of full pro­
fessors from nine to twelve hours per 
The staff of THE REPORTER invites their 
readers to join them for some holiday 
cheer in ·the 
office of THE 
R E P O R T E R 
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week, and assistant professors and 
lectures from 12 to 15 hours per week. 
What-are his future plans? Dr. Storer 
plans to upgrade his department and 
he would like his younger people to be 
promoted, He also plans as of next 
semester to offer a quarter of the 
sociology course in the evening. 
Besides a tough schedule of running 
the affairs of his department and tak­
ing care of other bureaucratic work, Dr. 
Storer still finds the time to teach a 
course "Modern Organizations." He 
stressed that reading is important and 
he grades his students based on their 
writing plus the content of what they 
write. 
I asked Dr. Storer what advice he has 
for the students. Being a staunch ad­
vocate oI English, his advice is, "learn 
to write, it is the basic tool for thinking. 
It is not what you know, but who knows 
what you know and what yo'l.J write." 
Among the guests scheduled to 
appear are: 
• Cliff Lashley, Directer of Cul-
ture, Jamaican Public Informa-
tion Agency. 
• Ken Williams of WLIB Radio. 
• Don BlacJ(man, U.N. Ambas­
sador, Barba,does. 
Other highlights include a fash­
ion show, steel band and reggae 
music, disco, variety, concert, films, 
exhibitions of the culinary and cre­
ative arts. A party will climax the 
week's activities . 
The "Roots Week" package is 
being produced in association with 
the Afro-Americans in Action and 
the African Students Organization, 
and P.R.I.D.E. 
MR. BARUCH-- 1978 
Muscular Evening Student Comes In Fifth 
. By BOB ALLEN 
Mr. Baruch 1978 was held in the 23rd 
Street Building, room 4N, Dec. 8. It was 
held during club hours to the thunder­
ous, appreciative applause of an over­
flow student audience of more- than 
400. Eddie Ferguson won the approv­
ing approbation .of the audience, as 
well as the winning nod from the 
judges because of his superior muscu­
larity. Very close behind Eddie, and 
possible equally as popular with! he 
audience, was second place winner 
George Aceudeo. 
The contest began with host Bob 
Ryan introducing each of the 16 con­
testants in their respective weight 
groups. After group introductions, 
each participant gave demonstrations 
in the six mandatory poses: front 
bicep, back bicep, front lat, back lat, 
most muscular, and side-arm chest. 
Then the judgment. 
During the judging lull, huge John 
Murrell, guest p0ser and boxer from 
the New York City Police Department, 
impressed- the gasping students with 
his muscular physique. The audience 
was also graciously e·nterta·ined by 
23rd Street's own "Tony" (Dean Tony 
Ermilio) - "How long hav� you been at 
Baruch . trying to qualify for the 
student pensio.n fund, huh?" Guess 
what - Ton/s jokes were clean - and 
the audience still laughed! 
In descending order of placement, 
after Ed and George, the other well 
trained iron pumping finalists were:. 
Rob Maisillo, Bobby DiNicola, Johnnie 
English, Terry Luby, and James 
Johnson. 
Johnnie English who finished fifth, 
was the only evening session student 
finalist. However, Johnnie, in addition 
to competitive body building, has also 
distinguished himself, by participating 
and by finishing well in, the recent New 
York City marathon run of 26 miles 
through The Apple's five boroughs. 
Although The Mr. Baruch 1978 con­
test was an unqualified success, ac­
cording to the sponsoring 
Weightlifting Club's President, Pat 
DeVitto. But Pat was also noticeably 
irritated. 
"No other club at Baruch draws as 
many students to their events as the 
Weightlifting Club does," shouted Pat, 
"unless they give away food, and wine 
and stuff; yet, we can't get funding. 
"The ethnic clubs get all the funds 
and newspaper coverage," Pat con­
tinued. Where's The Ticker? Ev.ery 
ethnic group is represented among our 
60 active members from Day and Eve­
ning Session. Why do we have to 
scrounge for funds to get things done? 
We beg guest posers to come here -
for free! Jirr.imy Carter would have to 
come .here to get a bigger crowd (than 
we do)." 
"This contest had more people than 
the WBBG Mr. America contest held at 
Madison Square Garden," added Frank 
Kobylinsky, muscular member of the 
Club. 
Prospective body builders can 
contact Pat DeVitto in Room 708, 23rd 
Street Building. 
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GOOD'BYE 1977 
Many New Yorkers will"be glad to see 
the end of 1977. No doubt they are hop­
ing that '78 wiil be less riddled with 
problems and trauma. No matter what is 
in store tor us however, New Yorkers 
usually have a knack of riding above the 
storm. As the year draws to a close, one 
· can't help reminscing on the•happenir,igs. 
during the year. 
Remember wher-1 New Yor.k was being, 
baked by the summer heat and at ·the 
same time blimled by the big blackout, · 
lambasted with-fiscal problems, bombed 
by F.A.L.N. terrorists and yo'Ung women 
were being stalked by the Son. of Sam? 
To many people New York was viewed as 
the derelict city - slums were i•ncreas-
\ ing, businesse.s were fleeing ar-1d neigh­
borhoods were disir1tegrating. Time heals 
pain however, and the people were able 
to dismiss most of these catastropt)ies 
as if they were a bad dream. -� 
Although New York is still in deep 
waters, land seems to be in sight. 
What of Baruch? Is th·ere land in sight 
· tor us? As usual, the budget cuts were 
blamed tor all Baruch's woes: The limited 
course offerings to the evening students, 
elimination of C!A.P., disc1ppearance of 
most of tt,e lounges, unpredictable and 
unreliable elevators, unheated class­
rooms - to mention some of the m_ajor 
problems that beset us. 
The students Who do care should be 
_ angry now, especially after having read 
· articles published in the major New York 
newspapers accusing some of the presi­
dents within the CU NY system of squan­
dering thousands of dollars in public 
funds on high living during the past year 
of fiscal austerity. It was reported that 
the money was' spent freely on such 
items as Oriental rugs, lavish lunches 
and parties, country- club dues, ·chauf­
feured cars and maid service in city­
purchased houses and cooperatives. The 
presidents were accused of paying for 
some of the luxuries by tapping discre-
ii 
tionary funds, frequently consisting of 
student tees. They also. exceeded the 
average of $2,500 a year spent by each of 
the college presidents of the State Uni­
versity. Although no Baruch college 
_ officiates were named among those ac­
cused, students here at Bar,uch suffer 
indirectly·,at s�ch Wcl,nton squandering. 
Recently the adjunct professors in the 
Law Department were advisetj that fhere 
are no funds to employ any adjunct staff 
to teach law courses in the Spring 1978 
Seme·ster. According to Professor Lakin, 
(Chairman of the Law Dept.) in the past, 
departments. which spent their �ntire 
, annual adjunct budget (as they did ) were 
always given supplemental t.unding to 
employ adjuncts in the Spring Semester. 
(The department was allocaled $14,292 
for, the year, but $39,000 was approved 
and spent I during the Fall semester 
alone�) However, all departments have 
recently l;>een activsed tbat there are l\'Jo 
last-rTJinute supp'lemental famcis. 
Naturally th.is wi-11.result in fewer c0urse 
oHerings and the, evening students with 
limited time within which to, sch.edule 
their classes will suffer most: 
Moreover,. many of the_.,,adjunct pro-; 
fessors hold jobs in tt,eir field outside­
the classrooms and are therefore able t:o-
. bring an interesting variety-of views and 
ideas to the sometimes closed world of 
academia. The Baruch community will 
be, th.e poorer for not having· a·ny law 
adjuncts next semester. 
� GET INVOLVED-! 
.On Thursday December 15th, the 
E.S.S. A. cal led an emergency meet­
ing with club representatives. At this 
. meetihg E.S.S.A. president Connie l;iari,er 1 admonished some of the members of the 
seven evening .session clubs on their 
apathy ancj disinterest in the col)ling 
evening student elections.,She mentioned 
the fact that only a total of four students 
had declared candidacy in· the forth-
. coming elections. Because of _that, the 
elections review committee had to post­
pone the Declaration of candidacy 1,mtil 
Mor:iday at 8 pm. So, tar no orie haci ex­
pressed intere�t tor ru·nning tor the i"l'Jbli­
catior\ Associatiorn. Student/Faculty Di�­
cipl ir-1ary Committee, Communicatio111s 
Board, Athletic Board, Auxiliary· ServiGe 
ai'ld Situdent Center Board. 
"Club-3> are -oeing. · funded by the 
·E. S.S.A.," declared Ms. Harper, "and they 
will sutfer unless we all get involved." 
The Reporter endorses Ms. Harper's 
views. Nothing seems to have amy impact 
<:>ri the at-titude o-f the evening stu€/er.it 
towa-rd 0n-car.n1�ws involvement. This is 
l'lot a Glesirable c0ndition as m.Llch of 
what is irmportant abowt an educati@rial 
· expe.rie.nce is gained when students
meet antl exchange view-points and ex­
-periences and share · goals and aspira­
tions. We canhot s.tress enough how
involvement in on campus activities witM 
_enrich youf _lives:- Should you need addi­
tional motivation don't forget that most 
graduate schoo.ls and many companies 
are always askir1g: what were your ifl· 
terests, and in what extra curricular acti­
vities did you participate� 
HA VE A HAPPY! 
This is the last issue of The Reporter for 1977 and I take this opportunity to thank 
membe� of The Reporter staff for their support and contributions during the year. 
I trust that 1978 wi.11 be a rewarding and productive year. 
Let us try- to forget our problems an<:! relax and enjoy the Spirit of Christmas. Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year to all. -;--,- vy.R.H. 
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THE JEWISH YOUTH MOVEMENT PRESENTS 
The Second In A Series Of Lectures 




WED. EVENING-DEC. 21-8:15 
At 4 South _(4th Floor, 23rd St. Bldg) 
HER AIM: A JEWISH 'REVIVAL1
HER TOPIC: 
PRIORITIES FOR JEWISH SURVIVAL· 
SPONSORED BY THE JEWISH YOUTH MOVEMENT 
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2 Candidates Release State,nents 
JULIAN ARONOWITZ 
Candidate for E.S.S.A. Representative 
My name is Julian Aronowitz and I am running for re­
election to the Evening Session Student Assembly. I 
had joined the E.S.S.A. in 1975 in order to find the best 
ways for improving life for the evening student, and 
have been active since. In addition to my participation 
on the Assembly, I have been active· on various 
committees, such as the Athletics Committee (in 
charge of overseeing funding of college teams), the 
E.S.S.A. Budget Committee, the E.S.S.A. Grievance 
Committee, and the Student-Faculty Evaluation 
Committee, which is one of the more important com­
mittees to which a student can contribute. This com­
mittee has the task of making sure that the student­
faculty survey forms are relevant in measuring the 
effect an instructor has on students. These forms help 
the college in evaluating its instructional staff. 
Perhaps the most important issue at present is the 
imposition of tuition and the lack of financial aid for 
the evening/part-time student, and the lack of sec­
tions and subjects available to the evening student. I 
have constantly been working with the other members 
of the E.S.S.A. toward solving this problem. 
I am a sophomore with approximately a three point 
index, and have taken cours.es solely in the evening. I 
am well aware of the problems of attaining a degree 
part-time/evenings. 
Vote for me, Julian Aronowitz, and !.<eep a represent­
ative in the E.S.S.A. who understands and cares. 
STANLEY GRIFFITH 
Candidate for E.S.S.A. Rep: & Baruch College Assn. 
Autonomy of the evening session must be main­
tained. The interests and experiences of the evening 
student vary from those of the day student. The· major-
. ity of evening students hold full-time-jobs and many 
are either self-supporting or heads of households. I'm 
opposed to any merger of evening session with day 
school. We as evening students stand independent 
and at this time, do not find it in our interest to 
become the victims of any consolidation. 
Course Offerings - In the past, courses necessary 
for a student's graduation were offered only during the 
day or in one particular case· not at all in the current 
semester. Through my communication with depart­
ment chairmen and the respective deans of business, 
liberal arts and education, this problem will be 
eradicated. 
Student Fees - All evening session students pay 
student fees; however, only a small portion of our 
students realize any benefit from these .fees. Greater 
participation by evening students in cultural, social 
and even family activities will be a major priority in my 
administration.-
If you have any questions, suggestions or recom­
mendations concerning evening students, please feel 
free to discuss them with me. I will be available in · 
Room 509, Tuesday through Thursday, 7:45-9:00 pm. 
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An Interview. With USA's Stewart Webster 
The following is an inteNiew conducted 
by Geraldine James with Stewart 
Webster, U.S.A. 's candidate in the 
DSSG Presidential Elections. 
Geraldine: Stewart, could you tell 
briefly what is U.S.A.? 
Stewart: "U.S.A., the United Students 
for Action was formed a few weeks 
ago after we (a cross section of stu­
dents on campus) saw that we would 
not be favorably represented by the 
then-present parties. We felt that we 
had to come out with a party represen­
tative of all students despite race or 
color. 
Geraldine: Why are you running for 
president? 
Stewart: I am running for much the 
same reason why the party exists. A 
transfer student from Queensborough, 
I've been here for two years now and 
have seen so many inequities, things 
that should not happen from an ad­
ministrative point of view, and I also 
watched the Student Government 
allow various things to happen and 
being totally against this, I feel that I 
had to get up and make my contribu­
tion in correcting these ills. 
Geraldine: There are three or more 
other candidates running for this im­
portant post. What distinguishes you 
from them? 
Stewart: The first and main difference I 
feel is that I have a record of integrity. 
The other two candidates have done 
nothing about the misuse of student's 
funds. I feel that I am about correcting 
this. 
Geraldine: What are your qualifications? 
Stewart: I consider myself qualified in 
a number of ways: At Queensborough, 
I was co-founder of the West Indian 
Students Association and for two 
years I was actively involved with the 
National Association For Foreign Stu­
dent Advisors, a national organizatio·n. 
I have been ·Executive member of two 
clubs at Baruch. President of the First 
Leadership Club Executive Committee. 
One of the Club Fair workers and c0l­
lege assistant in English Tutorial Pro­
gram. On a work basis, I have been 
involved with union negotiations. I am 
also a member of the Riverside Church 
and have been actively involved in 
community projects. 
Geraldine: You mentioned before that 
there are many inequities going on. 
Would you care to point out anything 
specific? 
Stewart:' There is the abuse of power 
by the present administration and also 
a lack of responsibility and account­
ability on the part of the Student 
Government. These people feel that 
student's funds are to be spent hap­
hazardly. There are impromptu parties 
to which people are not invited. There 
have been disorganized events includ­
ing the boatride, bus trip and the up­
coming ski trip. The Student 
Government does not work closely 
with all the clubs, but they have been 
seen on the 2nd floor doling 9ut 
money. With regards to the acade[Jlic 
requirements that have been altered. 
The Student Government has been 
passive on this issue. 
Geraldine: Why are they passive? 
Stewart: I guess they are busy on the 
issue of fund,s to even give a thought 
to the affairs of the students. There 
are other things that they should be 
concerned with. For example, the im­
position of tuition should have been 
fought until a more equitable agree­
ment had been reached. 
Geraldine: The Student Center has 
been the subject of criticism for quite 
a while. What is your stand on this? 
Stewart: The Student Center should be 
the focal point of all clubs and there 
has to be an on-going relationship be­
tween the Student Government and the 
other clubs if the Government is to be 
recognized as a functional body. The 
Center needs to provide adequate serv­
ices for all students and all services 
should be accessible to all students. 
Geraldine: Regarding the newspapers, 
the Sentry and the Ticker, are you 
satisfied with the quality of these 
media? 
Stewart: Not at all, this is an example 
of the present government's manipula­
tion of the media. The merge itself is 
illegal. When Hank Testa found out it 
was impossible to manipulate the two 
newspapers, he saw fit to allow the 
Ticker to die and use the Sentry as his 
propaganda vehicle. The merge is un­
constitutional. The students should 
have their i'nput in any merging of 
media.on campus. The students should 
be allowed to make a decision through 
a referendum on the ballot. This has 
not been the case. Under the present 
administration, the newspapers have. 
come out on a very erratic basis. They 
have been very biased. Students who 
have submitted articles have hardly . 
seen them in print. The media carries 
too much off campus infor·mation. The 
elaborate newsprint is a waste of 
funds. This is unfair to students. The 
newspapers should consist of informa- . 
lion on school affairs, whether critical 
or favorable. There should be absolute 
and complete freedom of the press and 
the only censoring should be confined 
to obscene language. 
Geraldine: What about the surplus of 
old newspapers that decorate the 
supply area and are thrown loosely 
about? 
Stewart: The paid runners should be 
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responsible to collect extras which can 
be·recycled. Both the students and the 
Student Government are responsible 
for this. 
Geraldine: You mentioned some cases 
of dissatisfaction with the pr-esent ad· 
· ministration. How can you guarantee 
that given a chance to head the new 
student government, you will not raise 
the same dissatisfaction? 
Stewart: If there is constant input from 
the students, if the newspapers are 
free and are a·llowed to print for dis­
satisfaction. Every government should 
maintain a system of checks and 
balances, if thi� is utilized properly 
then dissatisfaction and corruption is 
hardly likely. I propose to be open so 
anyone will be able to analyse ancl 
check the functions and practices of 
administ·ration. I will be elected by the 
student body and will be ref Jonsible to 
them. 
Geraldine: How does the USA intend to 
help the students if they are elected to 
office? 
Stewar,t: Safeguarding students rights 
and privileges - by investigating the 
flurry of probations, investigating fi­
nancial ai.d inequities and delays, de­
manding better on-campus facilities, 
for example more lounges and better 
ov,erall cleanliness. 
Improvement of relations between 
Student Government and· the Clubs, by 
co-sponsoring events and improving 
communications between the two. 
We intend to improve the areas of in­
volvement, for example, more funds 
will be used in all areas of the Arts so 
that we could encourage more stu­
dents to become invo �d in �chool 
activities. 
Geraldine: What is your opinion on the 
manner in which the elections are 
being administered? 
Stewart: The Elections Committee met 
i.n an unpublicized meeting and 
decided to change the method of 
electing candidates. There will _pe 
voting by mail, and I feel that this is 
the easiest to lose or replace votes. 
The Committee never gave anyone a 
chance to be heard before they made 
these decisions. This is something that 
all students should know about so they 
can examine for themselves the il­
_legalities surroundin§ th.e election. 
Geraldine: What do you think your 
chances for winnihg? 
Stewart: The other candidates - are 
treating the students like a bunch of 
gullible people who can be fed any­
thing. Tt<ley are not fools. I am sure 
that if they kiaew more facts about �he 
candidales, they will see that only the 
USA clearly represented them. 
· CUNY'S .BACCALAUREATE· PROGRAM
A BRIGHT SPOT FOR THE UNIVERSITY 
By AMY BUCHHEIMR-
"They wanted· a program which 
would enable students to ci'eate their 
own highly individualized areas of con­
centration," explained Dr. Elaine 
Eugues, Associate· Director of the 
CUNY Baccalaureate. Program, at her 
office in the Graduate Center on 42nd 
Street. 
The program was initiated in 1971 
under the auspices of the B0ari:l of 
Higher Education, but has since come 
unde"r the jurisdiction of SUNY. [t is 
based at the Graduate Center, though 
not a graduate program, and allows 
students to take courses at any of the 
18 City University Colleges. 
"Most of our students are highly 
motivated, well directed and sophisti­
cated,'1 said Dr. Egues. 
She went on to say that students 
w�o are accepted in the program, 
"want to do something special, not 
really to get out of requirements, 
though in a way they do, but so they 
can design their own curriculum." 
There is a "selective admissions po­
licy" and students in the program have 
the option of taking 30 credits towards 
their Bachelors Degree in Independent 
Study related to their area of concen-
tration. 
The people in the program are often 
already working in their fields and 
usually enter the program with part-of 
th&ir education behind them. There is a 
great diversity in age and interest 
among the program participants,, Dr. 
Egues pointed out, ranging from young 
students, full and part time, to profes­
sLonals, who, for one reason or 
another, never completed their BA's, 
and including several students over the 
age of 70. 
Dr. Egues related the sad story of a, 
man who, having done years of re­
search· on European culture, art and 
philosophy, both here and abroad, was 
writing up his last 15 credits of Inde­
pendent Study work and .died, at the 
age of 72, before completing his 
degree. 
She cited, from among the over 500 
graduates of the program, these in­
teresting names: Fire Commissioner 
O'Hagan, Joann Grillo of thl:l Metropoli­
tan Opera and four top Daily News re­
porters- (they were reporters during 
their participation in the program and 
continue to be). 
Dr. Euges laughingly said the re­
porters had been a small problem be­
cause everything they wrote was in a 
· short clip, news style. 
She also said that 60% of the gra­
duates are now in graduate school, 
and-30% have been awarded grants or 
fellowships. Pointing out that many of 
the students were accepted to schools 
or given grants on the basis of work 
they had done while in the program, 
she added that several had also been 
given permission to take graduate 
courses, (and complete them}, while 
still doing undergraduate studies. 
Dr. Egues is a small, slim woman 
who speaks with a low, clear voice and 
direct, blue eyes. She came to the pro­
_gram in 1974. 
"Our philosophies meshed," she 
said of her meeting with Dr. Sheila 
Kaplan, the Program Director, at a 
meeting -in 1974 on Non-traditional 
Education. Dr. Egues came to the pro­
gram from a teaching position at Mary­
mount College. 
Though almost all CUNY BA stu, 
dents get excellent grades, Dr. Egues 
has had a few disappointments .. The 
only real disappointments, she said, 
are when students "lack imagination" 
in designing their curriculum, or be­
come overwhelmed by the work they 
take on. 
Conversely, she felt, the most exci­
ting students are those who do exer­
cise their imagination and "branch 
out" into _as many areas as they care 
to, which enrich them ·as people and 
professionals. She expressed her per­
sonal preference for students involved 
in the arts and those trying to explore 
some of the· deep sociological 
problems of New York City. 
She mentioned several students who 
are now studying gerontology, search­
ing lout the elderly in single hotel 
rooms to ask them what they need, 
and trying to help them get it. 
Many professors involved in the pro­
gram have told Dr. Egues that they felt 
they were getting as much out of it as 
their students: for example, chemistry 
professors who have students at Hun­
ter College doing research, ·are pub­
lishing those students' ·names, 
alongside their own, in national 
chemical journals with the results of 
that research. 
There are academic requirements in 
the CUNY BA prog, :?.�1, because they 
feel a broad, liberc! arts education is 
· implicit in a �achelor of Arts Degree. 
A Soviet Jew 
Seeks Freedom 
In Israel 
By CHARLES NASSOFER 
Anatoly Shcharansky is a Soviet Citi­
zen. He is an expert in Computer 
Systems. He is a Jew who had re­
quested the Soviet Governments per­
mission to. travel to Israel. That permis­
sion was denied. He was put under 
observation by the Soviet Secret Police .. 
Mr. Shcharansky sought to help o_ther 
Jewish people in the City of Moscow. 
He became part of the group of con­
cerned Soviety Citizen's that made sure 
that the Soviet Government adhered to 
the Helsinki Accord. He was. labeled a 
diss_ident by the Soviet Government. He 
was followed and harrassed by the 
K.G.B., the Soviet Secret Police. There 
have been as many as eight KGB plain 
clothes men watching his every move. 
President Carter had extended his 
best wishes to Nobel Laureate Andrei 
Sahkarov on his winning the coveted 
prize. Prof. Sahkarov upset the KremliR 
in his correspondence to President 
Carter to enlist his support for the free­
dom of the 15 prisoners of Conscience 
in Soviet prisons. President Carter res­
ponded that "human rights is a central 
concern to his administration and we 
are free, we can never be indifferent to 
the fate ·of freedom elsewhere." Mr. 
Shcharansky who was proficient in the 
English Language acted as a translator 
for Prof. Sahkarov. 
In March of last year Anatoly Ahca­
haransky was put in to Leftova Prison 
by the Soviet police and was charged 
with being an agent for the C.1.A. and 
having passed secrets to Mr. Robert 
Troth, Los Angeles Times. President 
Carter denied that he was an agent of 
the CIA and Mr. Troth disavowed that he· 
was the recipient of any st.ate secrets. 
On. March 25, 1976, ten days after the 
arrest of Anatoly Shcharansky Prof. 
Sahkarov held a news conference. It 
was given little attention by the 
American Press but was. given front 
page coverage by the Los Angeles 
Times. The arrest of Anatoly Shcharan­
sky "is a c;;hallenge to President Carter's 
statement on Human Rights. If there is 
silence from the White HOl'.Jse on this 
matter the Kremlin may blackmail this 
country further. 
Both New York Senators Daniel P. 
Moynihan a,nd Jacob K. Javits remarked 
that the U.S. would strongly reconsider 
its trade deal with the Soviet Union be­
cause of the situation involving Anatoli 
Shcharansky. Vice President Mondale 
in an address to the Anti-Defamation 
League of Bnai Brith remarked "those 
who seek to deny indivjdual rights must 
answer for their actions in the court of 
world opinion." 
/ . .  
The Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights which signed by member nations 
of the United Nations allows citizens 
freedom to travel. The Helsinki Accord 
signed by the Sov.iet Union allows 
people to immigrate in response for 
economic favors from the United 
States. It is important that the Human 
Rights of citizen· be protected in all 
countries no matter what the form of 
government. To demonstrate support 
for this belief people rallied on .De­
cember 7th before the United Nation on 
First Avenue and East 44th Street, Op, 
posite the Isaiah Wall. 
Freedom is a precious gift. It is the 
responsibility of others and our self to 
protect that freedom to choose; where 
to live, to learn, to work, to rais6 a 
family. 
'All the student� make me.feel like I'm one of them, and I love it.' 
MEET BERNARD WOLFF CfF CAMPUS CHEF 
By PHILLIP McCONNELL 
Mr. Wolff is a 1937 graduate of 
C.C.N.Y. He is also a four year U.S. 
Army combat veteran having made 
nine campaigns, including Four "D­
Day" Landings. Before coming to 
Baruch, Mr. Wolff (or Bernard, as he 
likes to be call�d) was an independent 
salesman. for his personal concern. In 
the four years that he's been at 
Baruch, he says that he's found a new 
home here, and that he's fallen in love 
with the place. 
"I never knew how bored I really was 
until I came to Baruch. Meeting young 
people continuously has meant a dif­
ferent life for me." Bernard is not only 
a co-manager of the Campus Chef but 
he is also the Campus Host. Bernard is 
the campus host in the sense that it's 
his job to see to it that the students 
get the best possible meals, snacks, 
a·nd refreshments at all the school ca­
feterias. He is also the campus host in 
the sense that he makes it his job to 
try to help students with their pro­
blems and disarm their nerves, and re­
lease some of their tension. "It's been 
a long time since I went to school, but 
I know what they're going through." 
"Many, manY- jobs on the outside are 
boring, but not this one," Bernard said. 
"All the students make me feel like I'm 
one of them and I luve it." 
When asked if that means that he 
likes it here, he -says "yes." 
"I feel like I'm participating l-1ere, and· 
everyone makes me feel that way; ya 
know, even faculty come to me for 
advice. My only regret is that I over· 
participate. I make so many friends, 
and when the New Year rolls around 
they're all gone. One girl said to me, 
"You never graduate." 'Well, Bernard 
Wolff may_ not graduate with any one 
particular class, but he most definitely 
is an active member of every graciuat­
ing class. 
Berna·rd admits !'hat when he reads 
the school newspapers he likes the 
. c·lassified sections of the day session. 
However he also' says that the evening 
students are much more interesting to 
· get ihto a conversation with because 
they've already experienced the
outside world. They attend school at a 
great cost to themselves in time and 
energy. 
Bernard Wolff as a man is a very 
warm and understanding human being, 
witlil the same going for Bernard ·wolf! 
the professional. His honest opinion of 
the overall mess that some of the cafe­
terias are left in between classes, is 
that the students are in a rush and he 
understands that they sometimes are 
under· pressure to get to a class. He . 
adds that most students don't realize 
what they're getting. They could never 
get the variety on _the outside tlilat they 
get here, and especially not at these 
prices. 
The Campus Chef has a 40 year 
history and takes a great deal of pride 
in his work. Bernard stated that he 
wouldn't.sell anyt_hing that he himself 
would not eat. 
Space at Baruch is very limited, he 
explained; "don't see all the troubles we 
have in receiving and storing our mer­
chandise ,because of it. All people see 
is that we either have or we don't have. 
Nevertheless, with all things eon­
sidered we're doing a very good job." 
Originally, Bernard thought that he 
might be a scientist, but in the end 
wound. up in the business world, even 
though he has never had a business 
course in his life. 
His favorite pastimes are reading the 
New York Times from cover t0 cover, 
Sundays too. He also enjoys walking 
tours of the city, and considers himself 
somewhat of a gourmet as he conti­
nuously eats at different restaurants in 
the city. In his normal wo�k routilile he 
_never sits in on any of the i:iasses but ·· 
says he would occasionally like to sit 
in on one of. the outside guest lec­
turers. Bernard is somewhat of a guest 
lecturer himself as his favorite 
question is, "What's your major?" He 
uses 'it to break the ice in starting a 
conversation. His message to the 
entire student body is simple: 
If you're ambitious and want to get 
ahead, this is the place to be. 
NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY'S 
COLLEGE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
FOR THE SPRING SEMSTER 1978. 
This program is open to juniors. seniors (or equivalent) with the following majors: 
Accounting - Behavioral Science - Business Administration - Civil Engineering 
Computer·Science - Economics - Electrical Engineering - Geology 
Law - Mathematics - Mechanical Engineering - Psychology 
Public Administration - Social Science - Sociology - Urban Planning 
College interns will have a change to apply academic skills to pertinent. practical. work 
situations. Experience and knowledge gained from a successful internship will serve to 
enhace career opportunities in mass transportation and/or governmental agencies. 
Students who are interested in coming aboard should contact 
PERRY M. FINKELMAN 
24lh Street'Building. 'Room 606 
On Wed. Dec. 21 or Thursday Dec. 22 
PHONE EXT. 3114 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATIO['I 
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'Twas the night before Christmas 
And all through the shack 
"Or would you like a set 
Of these bad rings 
Not a creature was sleeping 
Especially the rats. 
The Children were snuggled 
All safe in their beds 
While spiders and roaches 
Played garnes on their heads. 
I stood in my rags 
With a great big rock 
Killing giant flies 
Who had invaded the block. 
Then I heard a noise 
A clear, grunting sound 
Out the window I jumped 
In my new nightgown. 
I fell to the ground 
With a quiet thud 
And then I saw him 
A jolly looking stud. 
His cheeks were not rosey 
Like I thought they should be 
His eyes and his color 
Were something to see. 
His nose was not round 
Like a cute little bubble 
Instead it was flat, 
Wide and double. 
His hair was not blond 
Or soft nor curly 
But coarse and bla'ck 
And appeared to be dirty. 
He didn't wear a cap 
Of red and white 
Instead his was gray 
And torn and tight. 
His suit didn't match 
Like I knew it should 
It was obvious that 
He'd done the best he could. 
His pants were quite high 
Like he was expecting a flood 
And I could see that his legs 
Were all covered with mud. 
His socks had holes 
As big as his head 
Obviously made 
From a very cheap thread. 
His shoes were-not showing 
The best of taste 
They were probably saved 
From somebody's waste. 
I couldn't believe 
I was seeing what I saw 
I ran like the devil 
Looking for a door. 
I slipped and I fell 
Over a trash can 
I cried "What luck 
To befall a sacred man." 
I tried to get up 
As fast as I could 
When I realized just above me 
This joker stood. 
"Merry Christmas prother," 
He said with glee 
I couldn't believe it 
He was talking to me. 
"Check out my grab bag 
See what you can use 
How 'bout this juke 
All it needs is a fuse. 
"How 'bout a watch 
Just 53.98 
Seventeen jeweled 
For your mate. 
Dig it man 
I got all kinds of things." 
I shook my head hard 
Was this a trick 
Was I really seeing a 
Soulful St. Nick? 
I stepped back a step 
And he grabbed my hand 
I wanted to scream "Help! 
Somebody, save me from 
this man." 
"Look here man, he said 
I'm gonna give it to you straight 
'Cause I've got eight blocks to go 
And I don't want to be late. 
"My wares are the best wares 
That you can buy on the street 
And my low, low prices 
Can't be beat. 
"Don't be a fool man 
Help me, I'm your brother 
How else can we prosper 
But by helping each other. 
"Now check out this ring 
The diamond is for real 
Give me 59 dollars 
And we'll call it a deal. 
"If you want something for her 
Then look here 
Solid gold earrings 
Forty dollars a pair. 
"I've got everything 
From wheels to rice 
And I'm willing to let you 
have them 
For a .very good price." 
I recovered from the shock and 
I put up my hand 
I'd heard enough, I'd heard 
More than I could stand. 
Lsaid, "Look here man 
My kids are upstairs 
They gettin'·nothin' for Christmas 
'Cept an orange and more cares. 
"Don't come.around here tryin' 
To sell your junk 
Take your jive to the 'haves' 
Let me hear your funky funk. 
"Look at me man 
Can't you see that I'm poor 
So is the man up the street 
So is the lady next door. 
"Don't rip us off to 
Make your pocket fat 
A brother conning a brother 
Man you're a rat! 
"Going 'round robbin' us 
For nickel� and dimes, you've 
Got more money than me 
And I work hard for mine. 
"Dressing like a bum 
Is just part of your game 
If I see you tomorrow 
You won't look the same. 
"Hey, I'd like to help 
But can't you see 
The one who needs help 
Is not you, it's me. 
"If I could afford to buy gifts 
I wouldn't buy them from you 
Man your game is so shabby 
Your lies sound true." 
He threw back his head 
And let out a laugh 
Tears rolled down his cheeks 
As he laughed and laughed. 
"Look here," he said 
"You've opened my eyes 
I now see the 
wrongness of my lies. 
"You've done something for me 
I want to do you a nice turn 
How can I repay you 
For the lesson I've I.earned." 
He reached into his pocket 
And pulled out a large sash 
He began to unfold it 
And out fell the cash. 
F-ifties, tens, hundred·s 
And twenties 
Money, more money 
Cash! He had plenty. 
He took my hand 
And slapped me five tens 
I felt like a kid 
With a whole dime to spend. 
"Thank you," I said 
As I hugged and kissed him. 
My eyes filled with tears 
That trickled to my chin. 
"No sweat man, he said 
Just don't spend it too fast 
Cash that comes easy 
Is not bound to last. 
"But just in case 
You're wondering what to buy 
l've•got some bad herbs 
That I think you should try. 
"Yeah, I got things 
For you, for her 
Suedes, leathers 
And real fake furs. 
"Give me back the fifty 
That I gave you 
I'll sell you this gold pen 
And throw in a refill too." 
Too much, too much 
The man was crazy 
All of his talking 
Was making me dizzy. 
I shut my eyes tight 
To stifle a scream 
My eyes suddenly opened 
It was only a dream. 
As I raised myself up 
To walk to the window 
I heard a commotion 
Down below. 
I ran to the window and 
There on the sill 
Was a crisp, brand new 
Ten dollar bill. 
As I looked out the window 
To see what I could see 
There stood my Santa 
Looking up at me. 
I could barely see his face 
Beneath the bright light 
But I heard him say 
"Have a happy Christmas brother, 
and, brother, good night!" 
- Valerie L. Loadhold 
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CHRISTMAS� 1977-
-AT MACY*S
By MARY LAW BRA
_
DSHAW 
Christmas shopping is no longer a chore, Ws an adventure - at 
Macy*s Herald Square. Macy*s holiday slogan is "Macy*s has so much 
to give" - and they do. From the strolling troubadours and the Dicken$ 
. Choir to Santa's Magic Maze, not to mention_ the great g·ifts, Macy*s is 
giving its customers a lot of fun this Christmas season. 
Begin your adventure in The Cellar, where gingerbread hol:lses are 
complete with icing icicles and gingerbread men. There are winter trees 
ha_ngin'g with sweet chocolate bonbons and a fo(est of green icing ever­
greens, The Marketplace is chock full of scrumptious goodies with 
heavenly scents, 
On the seventh floor join Jeanette Rule for her Christmas demonstra­
tions of "Making It With Sheets." Every Monday through Friday between 
10:30 am and 7:00 pm she shows how to make different Christmas iter;m, 
out of sheets, On Monday it's Christmas stockings; Tuesdays, tree skirts; 
l/l{ednesday, sachet pillows; Thursday, sacks -of sachets, and on Friday, 
Ms. Rule reviews the week's projects, 
Next stop is the eighth floor where yo_u'II fi.nd "Dickens Ltd." - a 
lovely shop of imaginative gifts. On the same floor visit th.e "Trim-a -Tree" 
- shop, and the "Gift Express," before you wander into "Santa's Magic 
Maze." A't the end of the snow -_covered evergreen path you'll greet Santa-. 
(Don't forget your magic button that says, "Macy*s Santa Knows.") . 
Another treat that awaHs yo� after visiting S_anta is the Puppet Thea-
t'.e, starring the Nicolo Marionettes. Adults are admitted free when they 
bring a child, The shows are 30 minutes long and_admissiorn is 50¢. 
The weekly schedule is: Monday-Friday, 10:30 to 4; Saturday, 11:30 
to 4:30; Sunday, 12:30 to 5. (Tuesday, the puppets have off.) 
After all your shopping and adventuring is done, pass by the 
''Living Window" on 34{h Street near Seventh Avenue to watch the 
mime, magic and music. 
�t Macy*s, the tioliday spirit is alive and well. If you are the least 
bit down, Macy*s atmosphere will put a smile on your face and in 
yo_ur heart this Christmas. 
This year,-Macy*s started a new tradition - "The 
Macy*s Christmas Carol," on the Sunday before Christ­
m'as. Choral groups such as the.St. Patrick's Cathedral 
- Choir and the Boys Choir of Harlem entertained the 
Herald Square crowd. If you missed it this year, watch 
for this joyous event next Christmas. 
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A TRIVIAL CHRISTMAS PRESENl 
By PAUL SCHWARTZ 
I haven't had the time to do a weekly quiz 
this semester. However, I could not let my 
semester at Baruch go by without giving all 
of you one trivia test. And here it is. Because 
it is my final quiz, I decided to go out with a 
blockbuster. 
For any of you who are not familiar with 
my trivia quizes, let me point out that all the 
questions and answers come from my own 
knowledge. If I ever use a question from 
another source, I quote that source. What 
you are doing when you take this quiz is 
matching your wits against mine. 
Remember, you mark yourself the same 
way the college does, 8 to 10 = A, 6 to 8 = B 
... the heck with the rest of it. If you can't get 
any more than 5, you flunk. And I don't mark 
on a curve. So, without further adieu, let's 
begin testing your trivia knowledge. 
TRIVIAL QUESTIONS 
1. What kind of pipe tobacco did Sherlock 
Holmes smoke? 
2. On Kukla, Fran and Ollie, what was the 
name of the rabbit, the witch, the stage­
hnd and the grande damme? What was 
the name of the repatory company? 
3. What was the full name of the head of the 
U.N.C.L.E. What did U.N.C.L.E. stand for? 
Who was "The Girl From U.N.C.L.E." and 
who played her? 
4. In "A Taste Of Armageddon" on "Star 
Trek", how long had the war between the 
two planets been going on? What were 
the names of the planets? 
5. In "The Magnificent Seven" who was the 
first person to agree to go to Mexico with 
Yul Brynner? Hint: It wasn't Steve McQueen 
6. Why is the Bronx called the Bronx? 
-7. In "Godzilla vs. The Sea Monster" which 
famous monster made a guest star, 
cameo appearance? 
8. What did Groucho Marx do on "You Bet 
Your Life" when the big money quiz 
shows first came on the scene? 
9. Which actor won two Academy Awards 
for doing the same acting job in the same 
movie? What was the name of the movie? 
10. In the newer Superman co.mies, what is 
Morgan Edge's real name? 
TRIVIAL ANSWERS 
1. Sherlock Holmes smoked shag. 
2. Fletcher Rabbit, Hazel The Witch, Cecil Bill 
and Madame Ophilia Ogalthorpe were 
members of the Kuklapolitan Players. 
3. Alexander Waverly ran the United Network 
Command for Law and Enforcement. One of 
his agen(s was April Dancer played by Steph-
anie Powers. 
4. The war between Eminar and Vedikar had 
been going on for 500 years. 
5. Harry was the first to agree to go, he thought 
he'd find buried treasure. 
6. The land was once owned by a ·family 
named Bronk and it was fashionable at the 
time to go to to "the Bronks" for picnics 
and such. 
7. Mothra, th·e Giant Moth, saved all the 
people at the end. 
8. Groucho raised the price of a pair of con­
testants could win from $100 to $1.01. 
9. The move was "The Best Years Of Our 
Lives" in which Harold Russell, the hand­
sailor won a special Oscar for courage and 
the Best Supporting Actor at the same time. 
10. Morgan Edge is really Morris Edelstein. In 
case you haven't kept up, he bought 
the Daily Planet and made Clark Kent the 
anchorman on the six o'clock news. 
WHAT EVER HA-PPENED TO
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS?·, 
By MARY LAW BRADSHAW 
It seems the yearly list of resolutions is on 
the way out of the Baruch community. r.4ost 
students that I asked didr:i't have any nor 
were thinking of making any. Many of the re­
solu-tior-1s I did get were health C/riented, 
either physical or pscyhological. 
Debbie D. wants to bring· in a healthy new 
year by jogging through 1978. 
Glenn F. is more interested in taking his 
girlfriend, Barbara's advice to loose weight 
in his tummy. (I think he looks great, but I'm 
not in Barbara's place.) 
B.B., an educ.ation major, promised to 
never let anything bother her again. But I 
know she's going to be bothe(ed by the finals 
in January. So much for resolutions! 
A resolution that made a lot of sense was 
Jeff Friedberg's resolution "to get out of 
Baruch (graduate)." I told him that's exactly 
what I had in mind this January. 
Radiant Rhona, from my ecology class, is 
going to continue along the same path - to 
have as good a year in 1978 as she had- in 
1977. "And to reap the rewards of being good 
this year next year." (She's going to buy a 
house.) 
Resolutions are good to make if you stick 
with them. This is probably the reason for the 
lack of them this year. However, one resolu­
ton that everyone at Baruch can make is to 
become personally involved. 
1. Pick a club and attend the meetings. 
2. Join the staff of one of Baruch's news­
papers. 
3. The year book staff needs you. 
4. Take part in th_e special trips
Baruchians arrange. 
Do something for yourself by participating 










"I always study hard for, finals." 
• • • I. . • . • • • •I• • • .  •; 
NO HEAT FOR 6_ ·DAYS-
TENANTs IN A RUNDOWN CLINTON BUILDING WANT TO FIGHT
By GORDON VICTOR 
Tenants of 332-334 West 37th Street, 
living in deteriorated, low-rent apart­
ment buildings, met to try and form a 
Tenants Association on November 15 
because of six days, they did not have 
heat or hot water. 
Periodically, the boiler breaks down 
or the fuel runs out. Colder days were 
ahead, and the tenants were anxious. 
They crowded noisily into a cold, empty, 
drab apartment to discuss their predi­
cament. 
The two, low-rent buildings where the 
tenants live are similar to other apart­
ment buildings which make up the prin­
cipal housing supply in the Clinton 
section of New York City, from 34th to 
59th Street on the Westside .. These 
buildings were constructed around the 
turn of the century, are four - and five­
story walk-ups, have bathtubs in 
the kitchens and toilets in the halls. But 
there is much variation among them, 
depending on the landlord and the con­
dition of the building. 
Sixteen tenants of the 25 occupied 
apartments came to the meeting. There 
are also 8 low-rent apartments unoccu­
pied because repairs, plastering, paint­
ing and cleaning have not been com­
pleted in order to make the apartments 
rentable. But the landlord would also 
have to make major repairs on the base­
ment foundation, boiler, roofing, and 
plumbing to make the buildings safer. 
Of immediate concern to the indivi­
dual tenants who asked questions at 
the meeting were the repairs and main­
tenance on their own apartments. Many 
complained tl:!at plaste� haa .fallen from 
the ceiling, leaks from pii;:ies that had 
not been· fixed in months, promised 
painting, no buzzer system, water pres­
sure so low that at times water would 
not come from the faucets on the top 
floors, and loose window frames. 
Their complainis were loud and 
mostly inarticulate. Many tenants could 
only speak Spanish, Greek or Italian. 
The noise was constant as tenants in­
terrupted each ot�er wanting to be 
heard. One appeared to be drunk. 
Another spoke iflcoherently. The ma­
jority were elderly receiving social 
security or welfare c_hecks. These 
'Their complai!f,ts were loud, mostly 
inarticulate. Many could only speak 
Spanish, Greek or Italian . . . '
tenants had been living in the building 
for over fifteen years. One tenant .had 
been living in his apartment for 35 
years. A few just sat, silent. 
Gloria Milliken from the Housing 
Conservation Coordinators (HCC), who 
came to advise them about forming a 
Tenants Association, tried to exp.lain 
what could be done. The HCC is an 
organization that helps troubled 
tenants to maintain and improve 
housing conditions in the Clinton area. 
She explained that many landlords 
bought these buildings not so much for 
the money they make at present from 
renting the apartments but rather for 
future value of the· land they·are built 
on. Speculators believe that the central 
business district will expand westward 
into the Clinton area, especially with 
the .building of a proposed convention 
center. 
Some landlords, she said, are very 
conscientious about making repairs 
and some have even renovated their 
buildings, but a large number of land­
lords ignore their buildings and make 
life very uncomfortable for the people 
living in them. Stuck with these de­
teriorated buildings from which the 
landlord is unable to collect high rents, 
he compensates by not providing the 
necessary services. 
1'Well, I'm not going to pay my rent 
until he fixes the big hole in my wall," 
said a large, Greek woman dressed in 
black. She was a widow, living alone. 
Her son had been killed in the war. 
"You cannot do that," said Miss 
Milliken. "It's against the law." 
She explained that tenants· could 
form a Tenants Association and deposit· 
their rent check in that account. When 
the landlord takes care of the violations, 
the rent" is turned over to him. However, 
the tenants must get the city housing 
and fire inspectors file a report to back 
up their complaings in the form of a 
violation. 
"How about the ·hole in my wall?" 
persisted the Greek woman. 
Miss· Milliken tried to explain that ma­
jor concerns must be taken care of first 
- heat and hot water. This was winter. 
"But I don't even have water - hot or 
cold," interrupted a young black tei:iant 
on the fifth floor waving a cane. A cast 
had been removed from a broken leg. 
"Look, can I say something?;' said 
tbe first floor tenant, stepping out and 
raising a hand until everyone quietl:)d 
down. 
"Don't you see-the two apartment 
buildings right next door? They are all 
boarded up. Don't you remember just a 
eouple of months ago. Some of you who 
lived there are now living in this buiid: 
ing. You didn't think it could happen. 
Within a week, the building was 
condemned, electricity arid gas were 
turned off, and everyone ·had- to move 
out. I'm certain that if we dor,'t ·do some­
thing about this building right now, 
within a year the same thing is going 
to happen to us. it may even be that in 
the middle of this winter, we're going to 
be forced Out on the street. So, let's 
tal<e this thing a step at a time and do 
what we can to prevent it. The first thing 
to do is to make certain we have heat 
and hot water this winter. We form a 
Ten.ants Association, open up a bank 
account in that name, deposit our rent 
checks iii it; then, if the landlord doesn't 
order the oil or repair a broken boiler, we 
d6 it." 
He backed up and sat down. No one 
spoke until Miss. Milliken said that , abo1,1t c0vered it. She told the tenants to 
all come down next week at one time to 
fill out forms at the HCC office. 
The tenants, frightened and confused, 
but agreeing began to move out. One 
tenant was heard to �ay to another, "I 
heard you speaking at the meeting 
tonight;Which building do you live fn?" 
"I don't speak too well," he said with 
an accent. "But I live in you'rs, right 
above you, I think. Do you have a flower 
box in your window?" 
She said she did, and as they walked 
back to their building, they talked about 
getting other tenants to .join .their Ten­
ants Association. 
J -
�At his home in Madison Park, he lives by no clocks, by no ties' 
Harry's Just Another Name For Freedom 
By AUDREY L. WEISBERG 
Lunch hour in New York. Unlike Rome and 
Paris, where large dinners are eaten and the 
cities virtually close down for many hours, New 
York is on a one hour lunch break. Tod�, with the 
air crisp, but clear, it seems as if most of New 
Ymk has flocked to Madison Park on 23rd Street 
and Madison Avenue. 
At a quick glance all one would see are men 
and women bundled up in over-coats. The 
benches are over flowing with these people, , 
some eating their lunches, others talking, and yet 
others, with their tac.es to the sun; daydreaming. 
Everyone is sitting or standing trying to make the 
most of their one hour siesta from the office. 
All are looking at their watches trying to cap­
ture every valuable minute, all but one man. On 
the far side of the park this man sits, looking like 
no one else around-him. He is neither dressed in 
a business suit, nor constantly ch·ecking the time. 
You see, for this man, Madison Park is his home. 
I walked over and sat down near him.giving him 
a big smile. We started to talk, and it was then I 
learned the true lifestyle of a "bum." Harry's re-
marks were very light at first, talking of the 
weather and other unimportal"}t events. After a 
while his talk began to flow, halting at first, then 
more and more evenly .. 
Harry's suit was rumpled, his shoes stuffed 
with cardboard, and his hat seedy looking, but 
after a while his a_ppearance went unnoticed 
because his conversation was so engrossing. 
H_is stories varied from World War II to Water­
gate, from the New York Knicks to Roel\ Music. 
He spoke of oFJe particularly interesting story 
about World War II. He had me sitting at the end 
of the bench with baited breath waiting for the 
next move the enemy would make. I later rea·li2ted 
Harry recited the entire movie, "From Here· To 
Eternity," starring Montgomery Cliff.' I laughed, 
thinking how easily I fell for his artistic bullshit. 
Harry, is about 60-years-old, chose this life­
style because this is how he wanted to live. "Live 
by no clocks, live by no ties," said H'arry. He 
wants to be free to catch a freigl1t train to Florida 
in the winter, free to sit on a park bench in New 
York observing people, free to do what he wanted 
when he wanted to do it. He gets by, by "dona-
tions" (As Harry put it) from the people who' 
passed by. 
People usually regard park bums as parasites. 
This _man would change the publics mind. He 
changed ·mine. His intelligence and keen wit 
made me thin!< that maybe this is a better life­
style. Well, maybe not a better style, but one 
should all be able to understand. 
It was getting late, (after all I still live by clocks 
and ties) so I started saying my goodbyes to 
Harry. I gave him a "donation" and he argued 
with me not wanting to take it. Stuffing it into his 
torn pocket, I noticed his eyes were getting misty, 
He was truly touched when I wished him well and 
kissed his cheek. 
Reflecting upon this man one would think what 
a pity, such a keen mind and a strong knowledge 
of people wasted on that park bench. But the park 
bench was what made this man truly sharp. 
Sitting there all those years, he developed his 
knowledge, knowledge one would never get in 
scho'JI. 
Harry, may God bless yo1:1 and may your spirit 
always be free! 
. ..,____ 
Flexiti111e: Will It- l111prove Working Conditions? 
By GEORGE ARGUELLES 
In the short space of single decde, 
the concept of flexible or freely chosen 
working hours (flexi,tme) has emerged 
as a major fopic of discussion. Work 
- organizations are witnessing and ex­
·periencing a growi'ng desire, perhaps a 
demand, by workers for a work structure 
in which they may· better employ their 
tal�nts and participate in decision af­
fecting their futures. 
Having adhered to fixed daily 
schedules since the 1950's, organiza­
tions are finding it difficult to break 
away from tradition. Since the late 
1960's 'many companies, local govern­
ments; and other organizations have re-
ported using flexible and compressed 
work schedules'with resulting benefits 
to employees, employers, and soceity at' 
large. 
- The concept of flexible schedules 
has proven very popular in several 
European -countries, and is becoming 
increasingly popular in this country.· 
There are no reliable statistics on the 
number of organizations dev.iating from 
the traditional five day, 40 hour work 
week. However, one estimate made by 
Control Data was that c\bout 3,000 U.S. 
organizations employing over t,000,000 
workers had implemented a four day, !10 
hour workweek. 
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flexible schedules. Flexitme �asically 
replaces fixed times of arrival and de­
parture with two different types of time: 
core time and flexible time. Core time is 
the hours of the work schedule during 
which all employees must be present. 
Flexible time is all the time designated 
as part of the .schedule of workhours 
within whlch the employee may choose 
· his time of arrival anp departur.e from 
the office. Management controls the 
degree of flexibility by setting limits on 
such things as the: 
• range of starting times (i.e. 6:00 am to 
9:30 am) 
• presence during core periods (i.e. 9:30 
am to 2:30 pm) 
• lunch periods (i.e. 11 :30 to 2:30 pm) 








ft's a.shame that most of us. don't 
get to sign our work. Because 
we'd probably do it'better. Just out 
of pride. Ana·that could mean 
better products and· serViices for�, 
. ev_erybody.. So, even if you . ', C 
don't haYe to sign ,)'OUf Y.,Ofk! db the 
kind of work you'd be proud 
to put your name on. 
America. 
-It only works
as well as we do.
The National Commissiqn on Productivity 
and Work Quality, Washington, D.C. 20508 
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• work hours (i.e. 6 hours one day, 10 
the next; 40 hours a week) ._ 
• work. weeks (i.e. 30. hours one week, 
50 the next; 40 hours a week average) 
Many non-Federal -organizations 
have successfully implementecfflexible 
schedules. Among them are. hospitals, 
computer facilities and other service 
groups. Those federal activities which 
have experiemented with flexible sche­
dules have a
1
lso reported benefits.· 
Flexible schedules can .beAefit the 
government, all employees, and the 
public. 
For Federal employees, Title _five of 
the U.S. Code sets rigid .work h0urs and 
overtime .pay requirements whic'h 
impede the experimentatio'n of altered 
work:schedules. 
-Control Data in Minnesota was th _e 
first American company to institute 
flexitime. Carl Richard �mmerstad of 
Contrnl Data was the man who brought 
the concept to American industry·. 
Surveys conducted by Control Data 
indicate that among those organiza­
tions using flexitime schedwles, 37% 
kept the same work hours, 10% came 
il'l and departed later and 53% came in 
and departed earlier. 
The- 'U.S. Senate CommH-tee on 
Human Res0urces .held hearings on 
flextiirne· ai;id other alternative met-hods 
of impr0ving national wo�k comc;litions. 
The Senate Labor and, Pl!Jblic Welfare 
Committee also did extensi,ve reseach. 
The conclusi'ons which were drawn 
in all research do_ne on flE)xtime was 






• 'oetter ermj,lloyee rn0tale 
• reduced commuting cost aAd Hme 
• reduced overtime expense 
•·recruiting asset 
increased productivity 
· • reduced absenteeism 
• increased job opportunities 
• re.duced energy consumption 
• reduced start-up and shutdown costs 
DISADVANTAGES 
• more involved scheduling and super­
vision required to coordi�ate delive�­
, ies, meetings, and·other events' 
• fatigue 
\ • administrative problems . 
Governmer<ital .and pl:lblic organiza­
tions are itill testing and experiment­
ing with fle?(time. It tis been said that 
the government should change Title 
five rules and i"mplement more flextime_ 
in al'I Federal agencies. When and if 
tt.lis occurs, it will be .a step closer t'o 
maing national working conditions 
,much better. 
YANG MING .YUAN 
114 EAST 27th STREET 
PHONE 686-1893 
OPEN MON-FRI 11:30-9:30 • Sat12:30-10:30 
* UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT *
10 PERCENT DISCOUNT TO BARUCH STl:JDENTS 
FOR DINNER 
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DOES BARUCH NEED A DAY CARE CENTER? 
-AND WHAT ABOUT DAY CARE IN THE EVENING?
By CHARLES NASSO FER 
If you are a parent, I am sure that you would not leave your child 
unattended. Probably your child goes to school during the day 
when you have the opporttJnity to be employed. Who takes care of 
your child in the evening when you can attend classes at Baruch 
College. Can you afford to attend college evening session and hire 
a baby sitter for 5 weeks at twice a week. 
This is your opportunity to make some real co·mmitment to this 
project. By putting your support behind a Child Care Center you 
insure that competent responsible people will be in charge. The 
Evening Session Government will support this plan because it will 
insure increased enrollment of evening session students. 
The Child Care Center will not only be of benefit to the parents in 
allowing them to attend classes, but it will be of great benefit to the 
children who are enrolled. It will be an educational. experience for 
the child. The learning opport'unities that will be provided will surely 
establish the basic growth patterns of the child. 
You should be aware that a questionnaire is now being circulat­
ed. Would you please complete the form and return it to one of the 
person's listed on the lower portion or to Mr. Donal Hig@ins in Room 
521, 26th Street Building, after 2 pm, from Monday to Thursday. 
If you are an evening session student and the Child Care Program 
or the Women's Center is of interest to you please contact Mr. 
Charles Nassofer Room 509, 26th Street Building 725-3031, 3385. 
,-----------------------------------------
1 DAy CARE OuEsTioNAiRE 
The following information is being gathered by the Women's Center to determine if 
there is a need for a Day Care Program at Baruch College. 
Current Status at Baruch (Fr., Soph., Jr.,Sr., Grad.) 
Session (Day or Evening) __________________ _ 
Sex (Male or Female) ___________________ _ 
Part-time or Full-time student -------�---------
1. How many children do you have? 
2. What are their ages? __________________ _ 
3. Do you ,have any problems finding someone to take care of your children while 
you are in school? D No D Yes If yes, please explain: ______ _ 
4. Would you like to see a Day Care Center at Baruch where you could leave your 
·children while you attend classes? ______________ _ 
5. During which hours? __________________ _ 
6. If a Day Care Center were established at Baruch, would you be willing to give your 
time and effort to help run it?· D Yes D No 
7. Would you be willing tG> serve on a committee to obtain a Day Care Center at 
Baruch? Please write your name, address, and telephone number below: 
8. Are you employed? D Part-time D Full-time 
. COMMENTS: 
Please return this form to one of the following p·ersons: 
Ilse Junod, Counselor (Dept. of Comp. Progr.) 24th., Rm. 306, 725-4440 Juan Caraba­
llo, Counselor (Dept. of Comp. Prag.} 24th St., Rm. 318, 725-4433 Wendy Heyman, 
Counselor (Curr. Guid., LA} 17 Lex., Rm. 1521, 725-3228 Ray Balsys, Student Liaison 
(Counseling SPS} 360 PAS, Rm. 1735, 725-4461 
I 
L _________________________________________ I 
Here is �our o��ortunit�! 
Become a part 





Writers, artists and photographers are needed 
to work for The Reporter. 
If you're interested, leave your name and 
telephone number in The Reporter office 
Room 521, 26th Street Building 
Telephone 725-7297 
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. Black.U01
J
rri8liStS Toll�f HOW'To Make It 
By PHILLIP McCONNELL 
On Monday-Dec. 5, Vy Higginsen, 
formerly of the W.B.L.S. radio sta­
tion, addressed the· black journa­
lism students at Baruch, 
Ms. Higginsen has a wide back­
ground both in and out of her field. She 
has worked as the head fashion buyer· 
for Macy's department stores and has 
done consulting work for Ebony_maga-
_zine. She also enjoyed several years as 
a professional announcer for W.B.L.S., 
one of the top radio stations in the 
counry. Tb add to her long list of achie­
vements she has also served as hostess 
for the increasingly popular television' 
show, "Positively Black." Presently 
she is the publisher of her own maga­
zine, Unique New York, which caters to. 
the busy New Yorker. 
Ms. Higginsen spoke mainly on how 
to get ahead and stay ahead, using 
herself as the prime example. She 
spoke honestly, openly, and down to 
earth. Her lecturing style was so warm 
and informative that as I listened I 
could actually visualize the particular 
situation as clearly as if it had hap­
pened to me .. 
She stressed the importance of 
knowing the black markets bot-h inside 
and out, for there are many, many mar­
kets both are rich and lucrative and 
virtually-unexplored. She said it is im­
portant to learn who spends the money 
and where it goes ·after it's spent and 
to know all about supply and demand 
and money flow. 
. The primary things aspiring black 
journalists need are experience and ex­
posure, she said. They must become 
expert at something. Before choosing 
a pr�fession, first think about the 
numerous side effects of that particu­
lar' profession. 
She told he audience: first you must 
prepare yourself - develop an author­
alive speaking style and learn how to 
talk to people.·The main thing to learn 
before you talk to them is not to be 
afraid of them. 
Ms. Higginsen explicity stated that 
you're in school to learn everything you 
can, and should take advantae of every 
opportunity you get. Read, ask ques­
tions, and be up to date. As black 
journalists it's your responsibility to be 
informed and abreast of all the things 
that are happening in the world today, 
especially in the black community ar:id 
black consumer market. Keep your 
ears and eyes open_ and your pen 
ready. 
In .order to be successful you must 
make yourself as marke.table as pos­
sible .. Be assertive in your speech and 
bold in your actions. If you have to, 
practice at home in front of a mirror or 
with a tape recorder until you get it 
right. You owe it to yourselves, for you 
have a r-ight to partic,ipate, a right to 
create, and a right to express yourself. 
Before one is to succeed, one must 
first learn -how to lose. There will be 
many things 'you write that will be re­
jected and many things you s·ay that 
will be disputed. The answe'r to this is 
to build up a resistance a'nd try again, 
just keep on maneuvering until you get 
where you want 'to go. The areas to 
look out for are "stress and frustra­
tion." You must formulate some torr, 
of self disciplin� and not deviate from 
it. On the other hand you must also 
have some way to release the mount­
ing tension - be it love, music, exer­
cise, meditation, or whatever. Take god 
care of your body, for you must be.able 
to function at a peak. A helpful hint 
would be to learn how to drink water,· 
arid plenty of it. 
- THIRD WORLD DILE·MMA=====
As a journalists you should know 
how a magazine gets put together, 
from buying to selling and from writing 
to editing .. As writers you should know 
what kind of people ·you expect to· 
reach with your writing. Think about 
what the public wants and what the 
public needs, for i.t is the duty of the 
press to inform. Read and support 
black magazines to get differentblack 
perspectives and opinions. There is an 
importar'1t need for new publications, 
publications which delve into new 
areas of consciousness. Nothing-hap­
pens in America t,rnless it's publicized 
by the media, which is why·you have to 
be aware of what the media does to 
your head: 
By VICTOR GORDON 
''Cultures are destroyed today not by 
separation and isolation but by .parti­
cipation. Throughout the Third World,· 
we are witnessing' a fantastic proce,ss 
of culture destruction - the imposi­
tion of a model of consumption which 
is Western in origin, but completely 
degenerate and .reproduced in forms 
which are mere caricatures: Coca­
Cola, McDonald's· Duz, Archie Bunker, 
et al," stated Michael D. Bra�is. 
Mr. Brazis, an economist on· an as­
signment fo·r the United Nations F_ood 
and Agricultural Organization, is cur­
rently working on the Unqevelope·d 
· Land Development Project in the Sudan. 
Exuberance, concentrated energy 
and infectious enthusiasm are imme­
diately evident in a meeting with him. 
·- "I feel that I am at the edge of some- · 
thing to do with this whole _problem 
·called ·development. I keep finding my: 
self going back to culture myths and 
thought processes before I worry about 
irrigation, agronomy agri-engineering 
· and rice varfeties. The technical side is 
soluble - is manageable. It's how to 
find the right· rhythm, the right beat in 
an area before you decide to introduce 
change," he said. 
Mr. Brazis developed manpower sys­
tems foe. the U.S. Department of Agri­
culture and the City of Boston. Th_ough 
AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT ABOUT THE 
SKI WEEKEND 
All evening students participating in the Winter 
Recess Ski Trip, sponsored by the Day Session 
Student Government must retain their receipts 
and, ticket stubs to be. considered for partial re­
imbursement by the Evening Session ·student 
Assembly. Enjoy the trip!
sophisticated and highly articulate, his 
scope of inte.rests is global -· from 
World Bank c�nsultants to subsist­
ence-leyel natives in a rice project in 
the Sudan. H_is comments on_ meetings 
and projects reveal an intense interest 
in the throughts bet,ind the }aces and 
voices. 
· He related that he had rec'ently re-
. turned from a village where they had in­
stalled their first mechanieal hand 
p.ump for well water, a simple device 
making an enormous impact on water 
supply' and health. "Small and simple 
is beautiful!" he s_aid. "The project 
sperit two millibh last year and had 
less. impact." 
If you are to stan_d out, You must 
develop a unique style in presenting 
your material. One way is to reMect all 
the various- changes of progress in the 
·world tod'ay. Open yourself up and look 
towards your sense of self and value. 
Keep in touch with your loved ones and 
your surrour.1dings. Try to understand 
why things are the way they a�e and be 
realistie about it at the same. time. 
Keep writing and keep ex.periencir.1g. 
Someday, wlilen soITTeone else reco.g­
nizes your t.:i.lerats, it will 0nly serve to 
legitamize y0,,ir efforts tt;,at rmucln mere. 
Statesmen Edged By S. Conn., 
Dropping Season Record To 2-2 
By TOM D1PASOUA 
On Thursday Dec. 8, Baruch's record. 
was reduced to 2-2 after a loss to S. 
Conn. The record will show that the 
final score was 79-77. 
What it won't show is Baruch's 
comeback, down by two with six 
minutes to go. It won'f show Steve 
Postier pleading with his teammates ,to 
"play with theic hearts and make every 
shot· count, " or Maurice Vega's agoni­
zed silence for"fiv.e minutes after the 
game, after losing a controversial call. 
The record won't-show Coach Harvey 
Jackson trying to soothe his star guard 
("it's arright, it could havE:J gone either 
way ").· 
The last six minutes of the game 
were· as exciting as anything the 
Gard·en puts .on. The oifference 
between the Baruch Statesmen and 
the New York Knickerbockers that 
nigh_t was $12.50. You had lobe there. 
Chances are you weren't. Thirty-nine 
very vocal fans showed up. 
If Baruch had pulled it out, high 
scorer Postier would have gotten the 
. game ,ball with a definite assist from 
the fans who made the very nervous 
S.C. players miss several foul shots. 
Among the regular fans there were 
W.D.P. Jr. ("just print that man, they'll 
know who I am ") who said, "If we get 
our act together we can't be beat." 
Elton Thomas has "checked out " all 
the games and his favorite player is 
Sandy Lanham. He would like to see 
the student body get involved with the 
team. 80 would Debbie Hosnedl, her 
sister Nancy and their friend Taryn who 
like,· respectively, Steve Postier, Ken 
· Trush and Maurice Vega. The reason 
is; the girls are the guys respective girl­
friends. That night the crowd was half 
the fun. 
* * *
Quickies: The next Baructi game is 
Thursday Dec. 22 at York. The time in 
the armory is 8:00 pm and the game is 
free ... The winners in'the Mr. Baruch 
contest, i� order were: Eddie Ferguson, 
George Acevedo, Rob Mausillo, Bob Di· 
Nicola and Johnny English. The 
contest was filmed and details for 
showing are available in Room 708, 
23rd Street. ... The winner of the Bad­
minton tournament, Danny Lue Yen, 
defeated Coach Al PereCiio who, in turn, 
can console himself with ·the f-encin@ 
teams - victories over Pratt. The men 
won 15-12 and the women won 15-1 ... 
The winner in intramural archery 
was Peter Konopka. Second and third 
went to Rgnald White and Lewis 
Blanco. Clarenc Harley and Al Alston 
tied for 1st place in the foul shooting, 
contest. Joe Ward came in third, The 
women's winner was Violetta Paulino. 
Vivien Rice·came in second . .. 
Our fearless women's basketball 
team suffered a rare loss to Iona ... My 
apologies to Maurice Vega, #24,.on the 
men's team whose name was left off 
last week roster in the paper due to a 
typo. 
All too often, when the party 
· ends, the trouble begins.
People who shouldn't be 
doing anything more active than 
goqig to sleep are driving a car. 
Speeding and weaving their way 
to death. 
Before any of your friends 
drive home from your party, make 
sure they aren't drunk. 
Don't be fooled because they 
drank only beer or wine. Beer and 
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wine can be just as intoxicating as 
mixed drinks. 
And don't kid yourself 
because they may have had some 
black coffee. Black coffee can't 
sober them up well enough to drive. 
If someone gets too drunk to 
drive, drive him yourself. Or call a 
cab. Or offer to let him sleep over. · 
Maybe your friend won't be 
feeling so good on the morning after, 
but you're going to feel terrific. 
FRIENDS DON'_T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
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A.SOC-ANTHRO FILM FESTIVAL
Baruchians View 'Men of Bronze' and 'Children of Labor' 
By ADRIENN� CHONG 
On Nov. 30th and Dec. 1st, a film 
festival was sponsored by the 
Department of Sociology and An­
thropology in 4 Nort_h. The festival", 
· which was organized by Dr. Juanita 
, Howard of the Department, was 
suppp"rted by a grant from the 
Quality of Life .Fung. 
The first film, Men of Bronze, is a 
bitter sweet documentary on the 369th. 
Nation·a1 Guard Regiment. This story 
about ·the World War I combat un-it 
from Harlem was put together by Wil­
liam Miles and Richard Adams from all 
that was left of tAese men: dusty pho­
tographs,' some. scratchy 78 rpm re-
, cords, a few hundreds feet of moulder-
ing film and the vivid memories of 
three old men. 
One of these old men, Melville Miller 
(who' survived World War I), was pres­
ent,- as was Mr. Miles. 
Mr. Miles1 e�plained that his long 
quest for his pictorial documentation 
of the 369th'·s heroic role in t,he Great 
War began when he joined the regi­
ment as a reservist in 1948. His his­
torica: i,,terests began with an elevator 
ride to the third floor of· the regiment's 
Harlem annory - the elevator acci-, 
dentally stopped at the second floor 
where a collection of memorabilia was 
stored in a dusty "library." Miles and a 
fellow National Guardsman formed "a 
committee of two" to rehabilitate the · 
library. That's when he, started on his 
documentary idea. 
The film exposed the for.mation of 
the regiment 30 years ago, when an in- -
tegrated army did not exist. "White 
American soldiers didn't want us. to 
fight beside them," recalled Frederick 
Williams, another survivor, at the tim� 
the film was made. Up to 1898, blacks 
were not allowed in the army. The for­
mation of the 369th regimer,it had to go 
through legal red tape, and the first in­
tegrated regiment consisted of 
lawyers, jaz:z musicians,c-Harlem lq.­
borers and a handful of white 0fficers. 
Really ac,cepted by the French, the 
369th regim_ent began trafning with 
broomsticks instead of rifles, and was 
subjected to "stevedore" work rather 
than combat.. They suffered from t�eir 
inability to understand the language of 
the men who were training them. The-
-========�®,.""§J====��-=-==========im.wi=============� 
·BRA.VO! AN ENJOYABLE DANCE. 
,' -
By PHIL.LIP MCCONNELL 
A few Fridays ago, r had one of the 
most memorable and enjoying ex­
periences of my life. Thi_s experience 
only cost me one dollar wh.ich added 
even more to the st�iking effect of it. I'd 
like t@ share it with you. I think you'll 
like it. · 
First of all, it was all made possible 
by Ms. Guzman, who frequently takes 
her Espanol 1001 classes on field trips. 
This Wi;i.S a trip -to the Repertorio 
Espanol ';'l'h�atre at 27th Street arnd 
Lexingtia::Jwenue to attend a Spanish 
dance :-pr.oduction -performed by the 
Mari�n:o · ·-Parra .. Span·ish · Dance 
Compa�yc' . : . . . . 
The- theater goes 'dark and three -
16Y!)IY. SJi?aRish se_noritq.s are r�vealed 
on stage'i.vearing traditional gypsy out­
fits which are tapered at fhe waist and 
flared out below the hips. The 
senoritas are accompanied by a solo -
guitarist who immediately begins 
picking and strumming as only a true 
spanish guitarist can. They _begin a 
gypsy dance called "-Las Muejeres de 
Cadiz." The dance is light, rhythmi_c, 
and full of expression. The women all 
havEY beautiful Spanish features with 
fair skin. dark hair and luscious red 
lips. The· dance with a style and1grace 
th·• t awns the whole theater. Each 
me ,ement is a history lesson in itself, 
a:, they combine Flamen\:o dancing, 
ballet, ancj modern rhythms to interpret 
the ballad. that is being stru_mmed out 
by the guitarist. Their costumes are 
superbly tailored,. and they all have 
flowers in their hair. They move with 
. everything at their physical and spir.it­
ual ·command, ·complementing each 
other. in this, one of the. oldest tradi­
tional gypsy dances. 
After an. appropriate _applause the 
stage· was again darkened and this 
, time a lone ·male figure·· emerged. He 
was .clad in a blue open r:iei:;k sil.k shift 
with puffed sleeves.with three buttons· 
tapering at the wrists. He al.so danced 
superbly,· using_ his hands aRd feet to 
beat out his rhythms for him. His cos­
tame ffts as though he were born with 
it on, showcasfrig the beauty of the 
human ptiysique!He stomps out. ea�h 
beat of his Flamenco dance with a 
style so qynaJJliC it has to be seen to be 
appreciated. His apparent dignity is so 
refined, that it is almost arrogant. He is 
the only one on stage ar,id he 
'commands all of it. He knows there is a 
message in his music, and he is, 
obviously very proud of his heritage 
and h is profession. Again a benefitting 
applause. 
There were seve[l renditions given 
with each member of the cast given an 
opporti.Jnrty to demonstrate his or her 
particular talent. Five of the seven 
were accompanied by Mr. Luis Vargas, 
SUGAR· CubE LANd 
By JOSEPH S. WEft..lTRAUB 
Come take a trip with me 
up to Sugar Cube Land 
If you're scared to go alone 
I'll lead you by the hand 
There's candy coated roses 
and music in the air 
and the only law is freedom for 
the lovers living there 
It'!? a land full of love 
a land full o'f tovs 
A boy for every girl 
and a girl for every boy 
So whenever you're sad 
feeling lost and all alone 
Make Sugar Cube Land 
your rainbow colored home 
In Sugar Cube Land 
people don't have last names 
They don't wear any clothes 
they don't feel any shame 
When they're hungry they eat 
when they're angry they fjght 
When-they're lonely they rT)ake love 
and they never sleep at-night. 
Ther� isn't any war 
there aren't any ·guns 
They don't know 
what they're for 
The sun's always shining 
and gold is for free 
And they never go to work or school 
Come take a trip with me. 
.& 
the featured vocalist·who narratecl the 
stories that the dancers interpreted, in 
song. The songs ranged from Spanish 
love songs to traditional fiesta ballads. 
One love song in particular was .very 
sensual and per.sonal, ar;id_ told the· 
story of two parted lovers: 
The Bars are of Bronze 
They are there so no one can touch 
you 
My Goa my God have you seen, it 
seems a lie 
My God my God have you seen what 
' she has done to me 
The Bar_s" of- her window are' ofc 
bronze 
The Bars· of tti,e convent are 'of· 
bronze 
My'God have you seen what she has 
done tome 
(She has left him for the life of the 
-Convent) · 
The intensity of the artists' facial ex­
pressions and the·selisuality of .their 
movements radiated raw passion 
throughout the whole theater. Truly, 
highly professional interpretive 
dancing. The 'success of the overall 
production cannot be attributed to the 
performers only; for the lighiing was a 
performance· in itself. It was so syn­
chronized with the dancers movements 
facial expressions that it took thier 
scenes from touching to visceral. 
For the members of all the Spanish 
classes·, it was an experience I'm sure 
we will never forget. It's one thing to 
learn about a country's language or 
cu)ture but it's an entirely different one 
to experience i't. The show gave 
tremendous insight into' the history of 
the 'Spanish people. It showed how 
much of a bold and proud people they 
are, and how ro"m:.ntically and pas­
sionately they express their love to one 
· another. It wa·s also an extra class on a 
Friday nigh.t, for the whole production 
was done in Spanish and it was up 'to 
u9 as students to
;.,do th·e tran�lation on 
our own. 
A. mo�t enjoyat;>le eveni;g for a 
d0llar, don't y©u think? After-the show, 
all the. classes gather�d outside a_nd 
proceeded to "la B\Jena Mesa1' at 25th 
Street and 'Lexington for a·little ming­
ling· and light conversation. The eve­
ning was pleasureable from start to 
finish. 
black regiment ultimately received 
French weapons and 'spent, 191 days in 
the front line trenches - tonger than 
any other American unit, 
No doubt,  the contribution this regi­
ment gave to the success of t�e major 
- battle in 1918 can be clearly shown. 
Among the items Miles turned up was 
that 171 officers and enlis,ted men 
were decorated with the Croix cle 
Guerre; the entire regiment was cited 
for bravery 11 times and the regiment's 
band, led by the celebrated James 
Reese, introduced jazz to Europe. 
DespiJe these achievemeRts, the 
regiment suffered the loss of 3,92§ 
soldiers. Nevertheless, the rele this 
black regiment played in World War I 
can'never be disregarded but insteaa 
sht>uld be truly respected. 
The second film, Children of Labor, 
was showr;i on the following day t0 a 
sparse audience.· But the film proved 
rewarding to those present. 
�This film is the story of how one 
particular immigrant group-, the Frnns, 
came into contact with industrial 
· A�erica. Based on historical facts of 
this._group's migrat_ion t9•America aml 
extensive interviews with Finnish radi­
cals, the film enlight�ns one on the 
ways in wh'ich these· immigrants were 
able·to cop� with' the brutal rE;lalities of 
industrializing America by creatiRg_ 
their own institutions - churches, 
temperance halls, socialist halls amJ 
cooperatives -, to affirm deeply held 
values. 
Those interv.iewed dwelled more on 
the comradeship people found in 
socialism rather than· a litany of well­
known capitalists evils. 
The ability to listen to and learn frnm 
the :elderly is an attractive feature of 
Children of Labor. This film is about 
"ordinary" peoJ')le and the beliefs by 
which they chose to shape their lives. 
It also shows the complicated process 
by which the fighting Finns slowly be­
came assimilat(;ld into the American 
political mainstream. 
A mood of sadness develop as the 
film cfeals with more recent times, the 
sadness of rememberiRg more vibrant 
days of intoxicatiRg clreams, of lives 
lived with the c0nfidence that a rotten 
system might soon pass. But if the 
socialist flame has dimmed, it is far 
from extinguisheg. 
William Buckner and Mary Dore, the 
producers of the film, were present to 
answer the evocative questions that 
followed. · 
According to Dr.-Howard, her reason 
for choosing these films was their 
similarity in portraying how two dif­
ferent ethnic growps contributed to the 
development of America. 
These two films were acclaimed at 
the New York Film Festival in Septem­
. ber, and are well deserved to be seen. 
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II DEAR CORAZON . ... .  ll 
Dear Corazon, 
I just found a lovely apartment and moved in. 
The landlord is a tall, handsome young man. He 
also lives in the building but unfortunately hap­
pens to be married. I have managed to engineer 
a few things for him to fix in my apartment. 
While he was here we talked, had a good time 
and it seems that we have a lot in common. 
He even told me that my mechanical in­
eptness reminded him of his wife. Should l 
"pursue" the matter further? l think I'm in love 
but wonder whether anything would come of 
this. 
- New Tenant 
Dea� Tenant, 
Don't hold your breath waiting for something 
to develop but do keep paying your rent on 
time. Stop scheming and enjoy the new place. 
-C. 
Dear Corazon, 
I am insecure, childish and shy beyond my 
years. I seem to ruin everything l touch and to 
alienate those few friends who l value most. My 
ability to "fly off the handle" amazes even me 
during my calmer moments. 
Lately there has been only one friend to 
whom l can confide my anxieties and really talk 
to. Well, in my latest outburst quite childish 
WRITE CORAZON 
c/o THE REPORTER 
Room 521 
1 46 East 26TH Street 
and totally unwarranted) I'm sure l finally in­
sulted her enough to loose her friendship for 
good. This time I am sure no apology will make 
up for the nasty, petty things I screeched at her 
over the telephone. She had threatened on 
several occasions to stop speaking to me un­
less I could grow up. 
Do other grown men and women behave in 
this way? Am I taking out my unhappiness and 
frustrations on my friends? How do I stop 
putting my foot into my mouth all the time? 
Dear Kicking, 
- Kicking Myself . 
\ 
There are many other adults like you - all 
children who have not quite grown up. To these 
"children" their friends are still security blan­
kets or parent substitutes to be manipulated 
and complained to constantly. You seem to 
realize just what your problems are and more 
important you seem to want to change your 
behavior patterns. 
Start now and don't be afraid to seek profes­
sional help in accomplishing your goal. Some­
how I get the impression you are going to need 
it in order to change positively. 
-C
Dear Corazon, 
My boyfriend and I are planning to get 
married sometime next year. He has suggested 
that in the meantime we have a trial marriage. 
I am very hesitant about this, not only be­
cause I am slightly old fashioned but I am 
concerned about my parents' reaction. I am 
convinced that my mother would eventually ac­
cept our living together but my father would 
definitely be against it, and having dealt with 
his stubborness all my life, I know that no 
amount of persuading would �hange his mind. I 
am torn - I love Jim very much and because of 
this love, I am willing to go to live with him. 
However, I don't want to hurt my parents. 
Have you any suggestions? 
-Torn 
Dear Torn, 
Nowadays trial marriages are very in vogue. 
Some people even claim that because of trial 
marriage and divorce rates have decreased. 
To live with your boyfriend is a decision you 
-alone can make. If you do not feel comfortable 
doing it, don't do it. 
Have you mentioned your reservations to 
your friend? Maybe if you told him that you 
don't want to hurt your parents he would under­




'People have affairs, sleep with their tennis coaches,. have:- .
i nure thauahts about handsarfle vauna oriests. and suffer: 
� 
f om such abnormalities as impotency and transvestism ... ' 
� ' - • , > ·-- -1 
·' i ' ' 'B'y'TISA·MANIS' ·r� • ,n 
The people described above can 
be found Tuesday nights at 9:30, 
when ABC presents Soap, a new TV 
comedy which the network bills as 
one dealing with "human behavior 
the way it actually is." 
Based on the <:lay-time soap operas, 
it was to show the continuing cycles 
tl)at some people live through:'except 
that a tinge of comedy has been'added.· 
Many active groups opposed the 
show because of \he subjects. they 
dealt with. Fred Silverman, ABC Enter­
tainment President, felt the aim of the 
show "was to make the biggest dent in 
the medium· since Norman Lear first' 
persuaded CBS to take a chance on All 
In The Family." 
Dick Griffin: Trombonist 
By LORNA LETTMAN 
Dick Griffin is a trombone player 
with something to say. 
Griffin played with many of the de­
cade's creative musicians, among 
them Duke Ellington and Donald Byrd. 
He blows with the muliphonic techni­
que of playing chords on his instru­
ment and has accompanied Dionne 
Warwick, Marvin Gaye, Ella Fitzgerald, 
Lou Rawls and The Jacksons, among 
other vocalists. 
A freelance musician and teacher 
presently with the Rashaan Roland 
Kirk Vibration Society and the Thad 
Jones - Mel Lewis Orchestra, -Dick 
has also appeared with his own combo 
and many other well known groups in 
the New York area. 
He holds a BME degree from Jack­
son State College and an MME degree 
in trombone from Indiana University. 
Dick has also taught music at both the 
high school and college levels. 
A talk with Dick's energetic young 
promoter, Bruce Tyler, revealed that 
Dick's latest album The Eighth Wonder, 
is doing quite well. This is not surpris­
ing since there is definately some fan­
tastic trombone work on most of the 
cuts. 
The best songs from the album are 
"Eighth Wonder," "Bakubu Dance" 
and "Come Be With Me." 
Bruce also revealed that Dick Griffin 
is scheduled to appear at several West 
Side night spots shortly - when the 
announcements of dates-for the shows 
are made, be sure to catch Dick Griffin· 
live. 
His new album is from Strata-East 
Records and is available at your local 
record shop. It is definitely worth 
listening to! 
DICK GRIFFIN 
,Pre'ss0rE!'-gfoups- came out 'Of t-he'ir 
doors in :protest and sponsors were 
worried about bringing the products on 
the show. They felt it would be bad for 
their image. 
Many groups condemngd the show 
such as the U.S. Catholic Conference, 
The United Churnh · of Chri-st. The 
Christian Life Commission of the 
Southern Baptist Convention and a 
group formed in the Midwest called 
"Coalition for No Soap." The Italians 
objected to the reference in the Mafia. 
The Gay Media Task Force resented 
Jody (played by Billy Crystal) producers 
didn't know a transvestite from a trans­
sexual." 
Before the first show was aired on 
September 30, many groups such as the 
Southern Baptists and The Catholic 
Conference protested the show. Em­
ployees on the Soap staff 'were terrified 
from the threats being received' that 
they decided to "let the public be the 
judge." 
The first pilot of the show consisted 
of a mother and daughter havin'g an 
affair with the same man. As taping was 
done, security was all over the studio to 
prevent any disturbances. Tickets for 
the show's taping was hard to come by 
and actors were told "not to discuss 
anything about the show with anyone." 
The show began when Susan Harris 
and Paul Junger Witt got together and 
began work on Soap. Mr. Silverman 
"sensed that something big was h_ap­
penirig something that would make 
waves, if not alter history." During the 
showing at a press party in June, the 
reporters tore it apart. 
Networks were scared from pressure 
groups and The Ted Bates Advertising 
Agency advised his clients not to buy 
time on the show. What bothered most 
executives was the fact that pressure 
groups felt they could control what was 
seen on TV. 
Only critics from publications such 
a's 'the 'New· YorJr-ilmes; t.'.os'A1ng'eie's 
Times; and Nevisweek, felt the show 
was distasteful. Soap is the highest 
rated show of ttit'e season, as many 
Buru<ihains can attest. 
Before the shbw is aired and ev�n 
when it is listed in the TV section of 
· newspapers,·'it is stated "Parental Dis­
cretion is Advis1fo." Everyone at ABC is 
proud of the way the show turned out. 
As Fred Silverman puts it "people are 
discovering that Soap is quite a good 
program after all. We get a lot of static 
from time to time, but it is never our in­
tent to put garbage on the air." 
CLASSIFIED 
TO ORDER A CLASSIFIED AD, CONTACT THE 
REPORTER, RM. 521, 46 E. 26 ST. (725-7297), 5-8 pm. 
SENSITIVE MALE STUDENT 
SEEKS ATTRACTIVE 
FEMALE STUDENT 
to share room during January 
DSSG Ski Trip. Call Bill at 
334-5491 days (leave message) 
$200 TO $480 WEEKLY 
MAILING CIRCULARS 
- A PROVEN MAILING PROGRAM -
FREE DETAILS 
N.A. NICOL/CH 
43-24 165TH STREET 
FLUSHING, NY 11358 
PHOTODATE 
IS A BETTER WAY 
FOR BUSY PEOPLE TO MEET 
The complete fee is $20. 
Call 868-3330, or write 316 Fifth Ave 
NYC 10001. Ask for free questionaire. 
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS 
MEETS EVERY FRIDAY' 
12:30 TO 2:00 PM 
At the Moravian Church 
154 Lexington Ave (at 30th St) 
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women 
who share their experience. ·strength and hope with each 
other so that they may solve thelr common problem and 






Cast your. ballot·. 
in the Stude-nt 
Govn't Elections 
SPON3ORcD BY SENATE ELECTIONS COMM. 
-voTE BY MAIL!
Watch your mail fo_r your ballot 
- it's coming around Dec. 27. ·
Then be sure to return i-t before 
JANUARY-11TH 1978 
